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                           Third Term  English Exam 
 
                                             

 

�   A-I Read and Do 
Task 1: I read the text and answer the questions: (3pts) 

1-Where is Maria going to visit next summer holidays? 

    2-How long are they going to stay in Orlando? 

3-Are they going to stay in a hotel? 

Task2: I read the text and say”True" or "False’’ (2pts) 
   1-Maria is going to visit  Disney World.   � ...................... 

   2 Kinda and her parents are going to stay in a hotel.� ..................... 

Task 3: a- I find in the text words that are closest in meaning to: (1pt) 
      *Visit = ……………….                   * Vacation=…………

         b-I find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to : (1pt) 
     *Sell ≠ .........                                  *Sad ≠............. 

            B-I Practise my language 
Task1: I supply the punctuation and capitalization where necessary (2pts) 
     next holiday i am going to visit paris .
�..................................................................................................... 

Dear Diana ,

How are you? I hope you are OK. I’m very happy now because my 

family and I planned our next summer holidays. We are going to go 

to Disney World in USA .We are going to fly there. I’m going to go 

with my friend, Lucy. We are going to stay in Orlando for 2 weeks 

at a very nice hotel. We are going to visit Magic Kingdom and 

Animal Kingdom. My dad is going to rent a car for the family. 

         My mum is going to buy a lot of souvenirs. 

In the evening we are going to see some shows with Mickey, Donald 

and Goofy.

What are you going to do on your next holidays?

See you soon, 

          Maria

 
Dear Diana ,

How are you? I hope you are OK. I’m very happy now because my 

family and I planned our next summer holidays. We are going to go 

to Disney World in USA .We are going to fly there. I’m going to go 

with my friend, Lucy. We are going to stay in Orlando for 2 weeks 

at a very nice hotel. We are going to visit Magic Kingdom and 

Animal Kingdom. My dad is going to rent a car for the family. 

         My mum is going to buy a lot of souvenirs. 

In the evening we are going to see some shows with Mickey

and Goofy.

What are you going to do on your next holidays?

See you soo

         M
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Task 2: I reorder these words to get meaningful sentences: (3pts) 
    1-are / to / . / Rafik / Tipaza/ travel/ going to / Amine/ and  

�.............................................................................................................    

    2- by / ./ I/ travel / family/ are /and / going  to / bus  / my .  

�............................................................................................................ 

    3- must / Passport / Her/ / Razane / take  . 

�............................................................................................................ 

Task3: I put these words in the right column: (2pts) 
             ‘’ Visits -  Goes – Classes  - Travels  ’’

� PPart Two : 
�Situation of Integration (6pts) 

Your plans for next summer holiday are different from Maria’s plans. Write a paragraph about your 

plans. Answer these questions to help you: 

� What are you going to do next summer holiday ?                            

� With whom are you going to travel? 

� Which places are you going to visit?  
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Good Luck � 
YOUR TEACHER : MR . BASSI 

..    
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Next Summer Holiday , I am going to ………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………
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 School :Mazozi med middle school/Serguine                                                           level:2ms….                          

Name:………........                                   THE FINAL EXAM  

            Last winter,we,a group of tourists,visited the south of Algeria.It was an 
amazing   journey.We flew from London to Biskra via Algiers .Biskra is situated 
400 km SouthEast of Algeirs. We spent the night In a hostel. It was 
comfortable. We went to the Old Souk known for its spice shops and the 
famous dates “Daglet Nour”.We took photos and bought souvenirs.It was 
really fantastic journey.  

Reading Comprehension:(7pts) 

Task 1: I read the text and answer the questions from the text.  

1/Did the tourists take the plane to biskra?...............................

  2/Where did they spend the 
night?..................................................................................... 

3/where did they go in Biskra?.................................................................................................. 

Task 2/:I say true or false                                                                           

    A/ Biskra is situated 400km NorthEAST OF Algiers.( ………) 

    B/The tourists flew from Madrid to biscra via Algiers. (………)  

Task 3: I find from the text the opposites of: 

    Now #.........         North #........... 

Masery of Language: 

Task 1/: I  put the verbs between brackets in the past simple : 

   A/ We (to decide) to take the plane to TAmnrasset…………………………………… 

   B/They (not to take) the bus…………………………………………………….. 

   C/I (to orgonize) a party………………………………………………… 

 

Task 2: I turn the following sentences into the negative form. 

  A/We visited Chrayà last week. 

   …………………………………………………………………………… 

    B/ I bought souvenirs from Sahara. ……………………………………………………………………… 
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Task 3: I classify the following verbs in the table below according to the pronunciation of 
their final “ed”:   (planned_ worked_visited_played) 

⁄ t ⁄                   ⁄ d ⁄                       ⁄ Id ⁄ 
   

  

Situation of Integration: 

Your friend asked you to talk about your last holiday.Write an e_mail in which you describe 
your holiday using the following notes:* 

*The place where you spent your holiday. 

*The activivities that you did during the holiday;(comping,playing 
football,shopping,swimming,….etc) 

*taking pictures, buying ghifts for your friends……

 

 

 Good luck 
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  Middle School                                                     Time : 1H30m 

Full name :……………………………..                                            Level : 2ms… 

                                               Third term English exam 

Part1 : A-Reading Comprehension

Task1: I read the text again and fill in the fact file : (2pts)

Task2 : I read the tex then I answer the questions : (3pts)

a- Where is Omar from ?

b- Did he travel to Ghardaia ?

c- Did he go to Akfadou forest alone ?

Task 3 : a-I find in the text words that are closest in meaning to :

� Located= …………………                           *Climate=…………..

b- I find in the text words that are opposite to :

� South#..............                                               *Next#..............

B-Mastery of language

      Hi.I am Omar .I am from Ghardia . Last summer, I travelled to 

Bijaia with my parents. Bijaia is situated in the northeast of Algeria.

It is 1.58 km from Algiers. It is very beautiful.The weather was cool 

and sunny,so I visited  Akbou the famous village where I met my 

friend Baya and went to Akfadou forest. I went swimming with my 

parents . I took many photos and bought some souvenirs .

-Town :…………….

-Direction :………………………………….

-Distance from Algiers :…………………..

-Famous places :………………………………
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Task1 : I put in : ‘’ This- that- those  or these ‘’ : (2pts)

1-………are earrings    2- …..is a Burnous                  3-….. are bangles              4-…….is a pot.

Task 2 : I give the correct form of the verbs in brackets :

Last holidays, Mounir (to go)………..to Algiers. He ( to visit)……… many interesting places.

Next month, he will travel to Tizi Ouzou .He ( not/ to go)…………..with his friends.

Task 3 :I put these words in the right column :

‘’Travelled- visited- talked- participated’’

/ t/ / d/     / id/

Part 2 : Situation of integration (6pts)

Omar told you about his last holidays. Now , write an e-mail to him talking about your last 

holidays.

GGood Luck � 

 Dear……. , 

        ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

                                                                                                Your friend,

                                                                                                              ……………….. 
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